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A report just released by analysts at Morgan Stanley suggested that synthetic diamonds could become 
a “serious potential disruptor” in the diamond market, with their influence most felt in the smaller-
sized good known as melee. 
  
According to the report, the most likely outcome of the development of the synthetic diamond sector 
is that it takes a limited market share away from mined diamonds, but increases the diamond jewelry 
market size. 
  
Morgan Stanley suggested that synthetic diamonds could come to comprise 15 percent of the small-
stone market and 7.5 percent of the larger-stone market. In such a situation the financial services 
firm report stated, prices of natural melee would be impacted, but there would be no discernable 
influence on the price of larger-sized diamonds. 
  
Melee today totals about 68 percent of total production in terms of carats, but it equals only 18 
percent in terms of value. 
  
Diamond miners, stated the report, will not only see their bottom lines affected by the low price of 
melee, but also marketing costs, which will be driven upward by the need to differentiate natural 
diamonds from synthetics in the eyes of consumers. This, it was suggested, could come to equal 10 
percent of income. 
  
Alrosa’s earnings would appear more at risk than De Beers', given its higher share of melee diamonds, 
the current lack of marketing spend, and the general lack of knowledge in the lab grown diamond 
space, the Morgan Stanley report noted. 
  
The responsibility of marketing natural rough diamonds will remain that of the diamond miners almost 
exclusively, the report suggested, and not only because they have greater resources. Simply stated, 
because the other sectors of the trade do have the option of using synthetics, the miners have the 
most to lose. 
  
At the same time, the lower price of melee will work as a disincentive for prospective synthetic 
producers from entering the market, since increasing production totals will likely result in lower 
returns on investment. 
  
The report estimates that the current value of synthetic diamond production is between $75 million 
and $220 million per annum. That represents between 0.5 percent and 1.6 percent of the total 
production of natural diamond in 2015.  
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